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by

Melvin Landsberg

subordinates herself to men of action in strikes or labor 
politics: Gus Moscowski, G. H. Barrow, Ben Compton, and 
Don Stevens. She comes close to being the tragic heroine 
of the narrative, and might be a noticeable counterweight 
to the preponderant masculinity of U.S.A. were it not for 
the Biographies. Only one of them is of a woman, and 
twenty-six are of men. The Biographies are typically in 
staccato rhythm—suggesting to me activity, not passivity.
 They are of labor leaders, politicians, businessmen, 
industrialists, financiers, writers, scientists, inventors, art-
ists, intellectuals and entertainers. I list them by name, or 
designation, in the order in which they appear:
 In The 42nd Parallel: Eugene V. Debs, Luther Bur-
bank, Bill Haywood, William Jennings Bryan, Minor C. 
Keith, Andrew Carnegie, Thomas Edison, Charles Proteus 
Steinmetz, and Bob LaFollette.
 In Nineteen Nineteen: John Reed, Randolph Bourne, 
Theodore Roosevelt, Paxton Hibben, Woodrow Wilson, 
The House of Morgan, Joe Hill, Wesley Everest, and the 
Unknown Soldier.
 And in The Big Money: Frederick Winslow Taylor, 
Henry Ford, Thorstein Veblen, Isadora Duncan (the only 

 A paper by one of my students, a male undergraduate 
about twenty years old, once referred to U.S.A. as a “mas-
culine novel.” He did not go on to explain this term, as the 
point was only incidental in his liking the trilogy. But his 
designation has remained in my memory, and it provides 
a starting point here for a train of my own thoughts.
 Dos Passos has fifty-three sections of impressionistic 
autobiography interspersed among other parts of the tril-
ogy. These sections are about the development and experi-
ences of a boy, later a young man. Thus in “Camera Eye 
(5)” the author tells of playing “the battle of Port Arthur 
in the bathtub,” and in “Camera Eye (6),” which depicts 
events in an English school, an American boy in a Rough 
Rider suit challenges him to a fight.
 We note too that the assembled trilogy has a prelimi-
nary section, titled “U.S.A.,” which begins: “The young 
man walks fast by himself. . . . muscles ache for the 
knowledge of jobs”—the roadmender’s, the fisherman’s, 
the engineer’s, etc.—all jobs typically limited to men 
back then. And The Big Money, the final volume of the 
trilogy, concludes with the section “Vag.” The young man, 
destitute here, tries to hitch a ride, as automobiles speed 
past. A similarly destitute young woman would even now 
attempt hitchhiking at a much greater risk to herself than 
would a male counterpart.
 The forty-nine sections of narrative fiction in the 
trilogy relate the lives and careers of twelve major charac-
ters, six of each sex. Twenty-six sections are on the men, 
twenty-three on the women. But the first six are on Fainy 
McCreary, or Mac—his rooting in socialism, his youthful 
wanderings, and his episodes with women.
 Of the major fictional women characters in U.S.A., 
three are attracted by and fall into the orbit of J. Ward 
Moorehouse, a highly successful, slick, and ethically vacu-
ous public relations entrepreneur. One, Janey Williams, 
becomes his secretary. The final section in the trilogy is 
on Mary French, a left radical journalist who four times 
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woman), Rudolph Valentino, the Wright Brothers, Frank 
Lloyd Wright, William Randolph Hearst, and Samuel 
Insull.
 Let us turn again momentarily to the narrative of 
U.S.A. There Mary French, following her junior year at 
Vassar, gets a summer job at Hull House, Jane Addams’s 
settlement house, in Chicago. After her father, a physician 
in Colorado, dies fighting the influenza epidemic of 1918 
she returns to Hull House, rather than go back to college 
for her senior year. But following a stay there she leaves, 
tired of the society of old maids, and wanting to work in 
the business and industrial world. Experiences in Pittsburgh 
lead her to do publicity work for the union in the Great 
Steel Strike of 1919.
 After “Camera Eye (46)” and “Newsreel LII,” which 
follow the narrative section of Mary’s activity in the strike, 
we come to the Biography of Isadora Duncan. Would not 
one more Biography, of Jane Addams (1860-1935) or 
her friend Alice Hamilton (1869-1970), both extremely 
effective people who interested themselves in labor and 
industrial conditions, have been in order somewhere about 
here?
 The careers of both would have fitted into the time 
frame of U.S.A. Addams was born five years after Eugene 
V. Debs. She was well-known nationally, and her auto-
biography Twenty Years at Hull-House (1910) became a 
best-seller. The daughter of a Hicksite Quaker—though a 
man who backed Abraham Lincoln in the Civil War—she 
refused to support America’s participation in World War I. 
For this she got much abuse—newspapers and politicians 
attacking her as a traitor and a fool. In 1919 she suffered 
bitter attacks for her participation in Quaker efforts to get 
food to starving children in Germany. In summer 1927 
Addams sent an open letter to Senator Borah of Idaho, the 
Chairman of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Commit-

tee, urging him to endorse a request for commutation of 
Sacco’s and Vanzetti’s death sentences on the ground of 
strong foreign criticism. For this she was denounced for 
unconstitutional and unpatriotic behavior.
 Dos Passos took note of Jane Addams during World 
War I. Addams on returning to America in 1915 from an 
International Women’s Congress mission to seek “con-
tinuous mediation” of the European War, had spoken at a 
mass meeting in New York’s Carnegie Hall. There she said 
that before bayonet charges the European armies had to 
give their soldiers strong drink. For this, Richard Harding 
Davis, an author and journalist, attacked her bitterly for 
insulting the Allied soldiers.  After Dos Passos got to the 
French front in 1917, he wrote his friend Walter Rumsey 
Marvin: “Jane Addams account that the soldiers were fed 
rum and ether before attacks is true. No human being can 
stand the performance without constant stimulants—”1

 Although there were a number of notable women 
with Jane Addams in Hull House, Alice Hamilton seems 
to me the most memorable. A member of a prominent Fort 
Wayne, Indiana, family, she was already a physician when 
she went to live in Hull House in 1897, having received 
her M.D. degree from the University of Michigan in 1893. 
After she decided that she wanted to study bacteriology, 
she sailed for a year’s study in Germany in 1895. On 
returning, she studied for another year at Johns Hopkins 
University, and then accepted an offer to teach pathology at 
the Woman’s Medical School of Northwestern University, 
in Chicago.
 For some time she had been dreaming of doing settle-
ment house work. “I had a conviction,” she later wrote, 
“that professional work, teaching pathology, and carrying 
on research would never satisfy me. I must make for myself 
a life full of human interest.” When Addams wrote her in 
the summer of 1897 that a residency at Hull House was 
available, she quickly accepted it. Dr. Hamilton lived there 
for twenty-two years, and afterwards came back for several 
months a year while Jane Addams was alive.
 Her experiences at Hull House led to an interest in 
industrial diseases. “Living in a working-class quarter, 
coming in contact with laborers and their wives,” she wrote 
in her autobiography, Exploring the Dangerous Trades 
(1943), “I could not fail to hear tales of the dangers that 
workingmen faced. . . .” 2 This led to a career of investi-
gating industrial diseases—e.g., lead poisoning, silicosis, 
nitrous fume poisoning.
 Although industrial medicine was a recognized field 
of study in Europe, physicians in the United States ignored 
it.3 As a result, when Harvard University’s Medical School 
decided to offer a degree program in that field, it could 
find no qualified male candidate to teach in it. Although 
Harvard had never had a woman professor in any subject, 
and the Medical School did not admit women as students, it 
appointed her as Assistant Professor of Industrial Medicine 
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in 1919. She arranged to spend the fall semester of each 
year teaching at Harvard, and a good part of the spring 
working at Hull House. Her continuing engagement in 
the field culminated in her standard textbook Industrial 
Toxology (1934; revised with coauthor Harriet L. Hardy, 
1949).
 During her life she played a prominent part in many 
social and humanitarian causes. Along with Jane Addams 
she went to Germany in 1919 with a Quaker mission for 
famine relief, and like Addams was accused of being 
pro-German when she set about raising money to feed the 
children.
 Hamilton was interested in the Sacco-Vanzetti case 
almost from the start. She was a member of a small com-
mittee, including the editor of the Springfield Republican, 
that met with Governor Fuller of Massachusetts in August 
1927 and asked him to commute the sentences of the con-
demned men. Later she was with a group of people who 
kept a death watch for Sacco and Vanzetti in Boston, and 
two years later she spoke at a memorial service for them. 
In the course of the Sacco-Vanzetti affair she very likely 
had acquaintances in common with Dos Passos, and in her 
autobiography she listed him as among “the army of the 
arrested.” 4

 Alice Hamilton first got to know Germany in 1895, 
during her year studying bacteriology there. She was in 
Germany once more in 1915, accompanying Jane Addams 
in a delegation of women from neutral countries seeking to 
shorten the war and bring about “a peace without victory.” 
And in 1919, we have seen, she was again there with Jane 
Adams.
 She went to Germany later on a Karl Schurtz Founda-
tion fellowship awarded to her in 1932. By early spring 
1933, when she left for the country, Hitler had come to 
power. After traveling about Germany for nine weeks, 
using old friendships and acquaintanceships to gain entry 
among Germans, she returned in revulsion at what she saw 
and heard, especially regarding the treatment of Jews. Upon 
leaving Germany she wrote Jane Addams from aboard 
ship: “The Statue of Liberty will give me a real thrill for 
the first time” (July 1, 1933). 5

 Back in the United States, she wrote articles and spoke 
publicly against Nazism and even, in late August 1933, 
met with President Franklin D. Roosevelt at Hyde Park. 
Her articles on Nazism in the New York Times were: “An 
Inquiry into the Nazi Mind,” August 6, 1933, section 6, 
and “The Youth Who Are Hitler’s Strength,” October 8, 
1933, section 6. In Harper’s she published “The Plight of 
the German Intellectuals” (January 1934), and in the At-
lantic “Hitler Speaks: the Book Reveals the Man” (October 
1933), an exposition and acute analysis of Mein Kampf. 
Besides these she had three long articles in Survey Graphic, 
a journal on social conditions: “Below the Surface” (Sep-
tember 1933), mainly on the situation of German Jews; 

“Sound and Fury in Germany (November 1933), on labor 
and social services among the Nazis; and “Woman’s Place 
in Germany” (January 1934).

 If we have devoted more space to Alice Hamilton 
than to Jane Addams, it is because Addams has been the 
far better-known figure. But both Addams and Hamilton 
may be considered together in our asking why only one 
woman, a dancer, was the subject of a Biography in U.S.A. 
Perhaps the answer lies in who had the economic and po-
litical power in the United States. Alice Hamilton, in her 
sixties, said of her country: “My idea is that the American 
man gives over to woman all the things he is profoundly 
disinterested in, and keeps business and politics to him-
self.” 6

 For much of the time when Dos Passos was working on 
U.S.A., he held to his view “all right we are two nations,” 
enunciated in “Camera Eye (50),” which deals with and 
is situated by accounts of the final hours of the Sacco-
Vanzetti affair. In Dos Passos’ autobiographical The Theme 
Is Freedom (1956), he wrote: “It was somewhere during 
the years of the early New Deal that I rejoined the United 
States.” 7 In contrast, Jane Addams and Alice Hamilton, 
however aggrieved by political and judicial events, never 
severed allegiance to the system. They continued to work 
within it.
 In birth, education, and manners, both Addams and 
Hamilton were parts of upper-middle-class America. As 
one of Addams’s biographers has written of her success, 
“She was able to obtain gifts of money and service from 
the well-to-do and social elite in Chicago in part because 
she was one of them.” 8 Similarly Alice Hamilton enjoyed 
access to and good will from factory owners because of 
her social background, and sometimes through her class 
contacts.9 Perhaps there seemed too much of polite society 
and “uplifting” about Hull House for Dos Passos to care 
for it. His mother and he had suffered embarrassment, and 
probably humiliation, because of his birth out of wedlock, 
and this made him hostile to any tinge of social snobbery.
 There was nothing of polite society about Emma 
Goldman, whom Dos Passos names three times in “Camera 
Eye (26).” Yet though Dos Passos found Goldman sym-
pathetic, he wrote no Biography of her either.10 A likely 
reason for the 26-1 man-woman ratio among subjects of the 
Biographies is that Dos Passos wanted to depict a country 
dominated by males. So patent is his depiction sometimes 
that bits of the trilogy—e.g., “Camera Eye (6)”—are satires 
of American stereotypic masculinity. U.S.A. provides such 
a memorable picture of the United States that a maverick 
reader might fantasize on smuggling one more Biography, 
“Hull House,” in as a counterpoise to “The House of Mor-
gan”—with its succession of profiteers from misery.
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Notes

 1. Letter of August 23, 1917.
 2. Alice Hamilton, Exploring the Dangerous Trades 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1943), pp. 55-56 (“I had a con-
viction”); p. 114 (“Living in a working-class”).
 3. A major theme in the Biographies in U.S.A. is that 
American inventors and technical innovators, like Henry Ford, 
do not realize or care about how their achievements will affect 
society. American physicians’ ignoring of industrial medicine—
which then had no payoff in dollars—was in keeping with this 
attitude. Dr. Hamilton’s work in the field sought to alleviate 
decades of destruction to workers’ health due to manufacturing 
practices.
 4. Hamilton, Exploring the Dangerous Trades, p. 276 
(“the army”). In “Camera Eye (50),” about Sacco’s and Vanzetti’s 
executions, Dos Passos writes that “the old American speech of 
the haters of oppression is new tonight . . . in the mouth of a Back 

Bay socialworker. . .” The social worker was Elizabeth Glendower 
Evans, who drew Hamilton, her close friend Katherine Codman, 
and later Felix Frankfurter into the case.
 5. Barbara Sicherman, Alice Hamilton: A Life in Letters 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984), p. 343.
 6. Ibid., p. 3.
 7. The Theme Is Freedom (New York:  Dodd, Mead & 
Co., 1956), p. 103.
 8. Allen F. Davis, American Heroine: The Life and Legend 
of Jane Addams (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), p. 
106.
 9. See Hamilton, Exploring the Dangerous Trades, pp. 
8-9, 15.
 10. When I asked Dos Passos about any influence Goldman 
may have had on his political or social views before 1936, he 
answered:  “Seemed then as she does now a sympathetic but a 
slightly comic figure.”  Response to questionnaire from Melvin 
Landsberg, September 23, 1957. 

 To make chapters of John Dos Passos’ unpublished novel “Seven Times Round the Walls of 
Jericho” more widely accessible and understood, we are reprinting two pieces, on Newsletter pages 
5-11 below, from Meridian, Issue 8, Fall/Winter 2001, pp. 35-38 and 41-51. Meridian is a literary 
magazine produced semiannually  “in association with the University of  Virginia’s M.F.A. Program 
in Creative Writing.” The reprints appear here without change.
 For further background on “Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho,”  the reader should turn 
to p. 12 of this issue of the Newsletter.
 We are grateful to Lucy Dos Passos Coggin for permission to reprint the chapters from her father’s 
work; to Richard Layman for permission to reprint his introductory essay; to Melissa Cox Norris, 
of the University of Virginia Library, for giving us advice and sending us a copy of Meridian; and 
to Professor Jeb Livingood, of the University of Virginia, for essential information on Meridian’s 
transcribing and publishing the chapters, and for giving us permission to reprint from Meridian. 
We are also grateful to Dr. Ruth L. Strickland, of the University of South Carolina, for allowing us 
to publish her dissertation abstract (on p. 12 below).
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a readiness tO atteMPt great 
tHings:

JOHn dOs PassOs’s First nOvel

by

Richard Layman
 By the summer of 1917, when John Dos Passos wrote 
the chapters reprinted here, he was firmly committed to 
a life of creative expression, though he was uncertain 
whether he wanted to focus his energies on literature or 
art. While a student at Harvard (class of 1916) he enrolled 
in the celebrated composition classes taught by Charles 
Townsend Copeland and Dean Le Barron Russell Briggs, 
taken previously by such writers as T.S. Eliot, Eugene 
O’Neill, Conrad Aiken, S.N. Behrman, John Reed, Robert 
Benchley, J.P. Marquand, Gilbert Seldes, and Van Wyck 
Brooks, to name a few. In Dean Briggs’ class during his 
senior year, Dos Passos wrote a novellette that he called 
“Afterglow” about the challenge to a young man of break-
ing free from the influence of his formidable parents and 
forging a life for himself. That theme, or something like it, 
seemed to obsess him for at least the next decade. It is the 
bedrock upon which his first four published novels were 
built, and it is at the heart of Seven Times Round the Walls 
of Jericho, his unpublished first attempt at a full-blown 
novel. While at Harvard, Dos Passos had served on the staff 
of The Harvard Monthly, a university publication devoted 
to literature and the arts, and he was a founding member 
of the Harvard Poetry Society in 1915. He celebrated his 
gradua tion from college in 1916 with his first book publica-
tion in Eight Harvard Poets, a privately financed collection 
from The Harvard Monthly that included works by e. e. 
cummings and fellow Harvard Poetry Society member 
Robert Hillyer.
 After he left Harvard, Dos Passos spent a semester 
in Madrid in postgraduate study of art and architecture 
at the Centro de Estudios Historicos, before his father’s 
death and the escalation of the war in Europe brought him 
back to the United States. In that unsettling year when the 
nation was agonizing over its position in world affairs, 
Dos Passos was energized with revolutionary fervor. A 
historian at heart even then, he found the attraction of the 
war undeniable, though he was a committed pacifist. He 
feared that the war machine, fueled by capitalist greed, 
would destroy the ancient treasures of art and architecture 
along with the creative spirit they repre sented. Dos Passos 
felt what he called “bitter hatred and savage joy”: hatred for 
the destructiveness of the war, and joy in the challenge to 
“make eternal” as he put it, his view of the world he lived 
in, as the great figures of Western culture had done before 
him.
 The first weeks Dos Passos spent in France during 
the war were given over to training. Paris was a raucous, 

chaotic place that he enjoyed anxiously. Modernism—in 
art, music, literature, and dance—inspired him. On 31 July 
1917 he wrote in his diary: “I’m dying to write—but all my 
methods of doing things in the past merely disgust me now, 
all former methods are damned inadequate—the stream 
of sensation flows by—I suck it up like a sponge—my 
reactions are a constant weather vane—a little whimsi-
cal impish—giggling—sneering at tragedy—Horror is 
so piled on horror that there can be no more—Despair 
gives place to delirious laughter—” He had company. The 
Norton-Harjes Corps was like a gentleman’s social club. 
Hillyer was there, and so was cummings. They met other 
Harvard classmates among the volun teer unit that drew 
heavily on Ivy League graduates and made new friends 
with liter ary aspirations, notably aspiring playwright John 
Howard Lawson. For them, wartime France was in large 
part an aesthetic experience that provided them material 
and a conducive environment for their creative works.
 On 15 August 1917, about six weeks after he arrived 
in France, Dos Passos wrote in his diary:

 —Have been amusing myself in three ways
 1. Writing a novel with Bobs
 2. Eating & drinking omelets & white wine
 3. Having wonderful naval fights with fleets of paper 
boats on the brook—
 Tomorrow we go to the Front to a devilish hot section

 Dos Passos was twenty-one when he began his col-
laborative novel with Robert Hillyer, whom he called 
“Bobs.” Over three weeks in August and September 1917 
they wrote the first eleven chapters of the novel in 6½ x 8½ 
copybooks that they passed back and forth, each editing 
the other’s work. Dos Passos wrote chapters One, Three, 
Five, Eight and Ten. In mid-September, the Norton-Harjes 
corps was disbanded and absorbed into the American Red 
Cross. Hillyer went home, leaving the novel behind. Dos 
Passos stayed and continued writing, as time allowed. Over 
the next eighteen months he wrestled with Seven Times 
Round the Walls of Jericho, trying to shape the modernist 
novel he envisioned.
 In spring 1918 a censor spotted revolutionary com-
ments in one of Dos Passos’s letters and reported him. The 
result was a summer’s suspension from the corps in Paris 
before he was given the option to resign and return to the 
United States or to stay and be expelled for disloyalty. He 
resigned in Fall 1918 and returned home, where he spent 
a month writing restlessly before joining the U.S. Army 
Medical Corps in the last days of the war. He debarked for 
England on 19 November 1918, the day after the armistice 
with Germany was signed. By that time, he had revised 
Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho again and had 
converted a discarded part into what would be his first 
published One Man’s Initiation—1917 (London: Allen & 
Unwin, 1920). On board ship, he reshaped another part 
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into a war novel he first called Sack of Corinth and later 
titled Three Soldiers (New York: Doran, 1921).
 During demobilization, Dos Passos was stationed in 
Paris. He took advantage of a soldiers’ educational program 
to enroll briefly in anthropology classes at the Sorbonne, 
but much of his time before he left the army in summer 
1918 was spent putting final touches on what were now his 
three novels. On 1 October 1919, Dos Passos sent the last 
part of Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho to his agent. 
By his own report, he had revised the novel four times. That 
spring he turned the manu scripts for Seven Times Round the 
Walls of Jericho and One Man’s Initiation—1917 [over] to 
a New York agent, Brandt and Kirkpatrick. The next year, 
he completed Three Soldiers. Both of the early novels were 
circulated in New York and rejected repeatedly. Dos Passos 
himself managed to place One Man’s Initiation—1917 with 
an English publisher (who sold 63 copies in the first six 
months after publication). Three Soldiers was published 
in 1921 to reviews that hailed him as a leading novel ist of 
the postwar generation, and Dos Passos’s career was ef-
fectively launched. But his first full-length novel was never 
published, though Knopf and Boni & Liveright expressed 
interest. In time, Dos Passos forgot about it.
 Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho exists in 
two forms in the Dos Passos Papers at the Alderman Li-
brary of the University of Virginia—the heavily revised 
manuscript in twenty-two copybooks, and the typescript 
of 430 pages revised from the manuscript and with further 
holograph revisions. Ruth Strickland, whose disser tation 
at the University of South Carolina included an edition of 
the novel and is the best source of information about it, 
believes the typescript was prepared by profes sional typists 
and by Dos Passos himself. She thinks the first and third 
chapters, presented here, were typed by a professional and 
that chapter two, originally written by Hillyer, was retyped 
by Dos Passos, revising as he went.
 The title refers to the beginning of the Old Testament 
book of Joshua, in which the prophet assumes the place of 
Moses as leader of the Children of Israel. Joshua leads the 
Israelites across the river Jordan to Jericho, that had been 
promised his people by the Lord. At the Lord’s instruction, 
he waits outside the walls of the city for seven days, and 
on the seventh day leads the people around the walls seven 
times, whereupon the walls tumble down and the city is 
given over without battle to the Chosen Ones. The biblical 
story was Dos Passos’s metaphor for the promise available 

to the Chosen People of his generation—the creators, the 
aesthetics, such as Martin Howe, the protagonist of Seven 
Times Round the Walls of Jericho.
 Dos Passos introduces three striking literary devices in 
these opening chapters. First is the theme of truthfulness, 
expressed by young Martin’s confusion between literal 
truth and what he calls the truth of adults. It is drawn 
from “Afterglow,” the novelette Dos Passos wrote in Dean 
Briggs’ class. Martin Howe’s nickname “Fibbie” suggests 
that his struggle to synthesize fact and the truth found in 
fancy will be his life’s work. Second is the imagery of 
the moon as a place of escape, reminding Martin Howe 
of a drum that he can beat to declare his individuality 
and his independence. That image foreshadows Dos Pas-
sos’s revolutionary play The Moon Is a Gong, (produced 
in 1925) retitled The Garbage Man (New York: Harper, 
1926). He had begun discussing the idea for that play 
with John Howard Lawson, also a budding playwright, 
in France during the war. Third is the narrative technique. 
At times, Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho reads 
like an impressionistic memoir told from the present of the 
novel as the narrator matures. Dos Passos experimented 
with that technique, among other fictional ways of seeing, 
in all of his early novels. Despite being in the third person, 
the narrative technique of Seven Times Round the Walls of 
Jericho particularly foreshadows the first-person Camera’s 
Eye sections of the USA Trilogy, the first volume of which 
was published a decade later.
 The autobiographical influence in the novel is strong. 
Like Martin Howe, Dos Passos was raised by his mother, 
attended boarding school, then entered Harvard. Like 
Martin Howe, Dos Passos rebelled against the traditional 
conservatism of his father. Like Martin Howe, Dos Passos 
was attracted by the revolutionary spirit of Greenwich Vil-
lage before the war and determined there to go to Europe 
as a volun teer. A fictional version of that scene ends the 
novel in its final revision.
 Seven Times Round the Walls of Jericho is an appren-
tice work, to be sure. It lacks the sophisticated structure 
and the thematic focus of Dos Passos’s published novels. 
But it is a rich expression of the intellectual depth, the 
experimental fervor, and the cultural sensitivity that made 
John Dos Passos among the very best modernist creative 
artists.
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seven tiMes rOund tHe

Walls OF JericHO

by

John Dos Passos

[MERIDIAN]  EDITOR’S  NOTE

 The following comprise the first three chapters of 
the previously unpublished John Dos Passos novel Seven 
Times Round the Walls of Jericho; the section heading for 
this portion of the novel is Part 1: The Moon is a Drum. 
In our transcription of the work we have tried, wherever 
possible, to remain true to the original manuscript. The 
unique and often idiomatic spellings of words, the running 
together of phrases and thoughts, and the combination of 
English and American usage are part of the author’s style 
and vision. It has been our intention to adhere to what we 
presume were his wishes.
 Our profound gratitude to Alderman Library’s Special 
Collections for their assis tance in procuring and reprinting 
this work. 

Chapter I

 The long white streamers of the nurse’s cap fluttered 
in the sharp spring wind. The little boy, whom she held 
tightly by the hand, felt dragged along by the swirl of her 
voluminous skirt over which the starched apron bellied like 
the sail of a boat in a picture book, as if by a limp balloon 
that would suddenly whip him above the grey sparkling 
city street and carry him off to strange lands, perhaps the 
moon . . .  He was wandering in fancy about a landscape 
where the mountains were of green cheese and the rivers of 
raspberry shrub when he noticed the tall portal of a build-
ing above their heads. The nurse pulled the cap roughly 
from his head, and, just catching a glimpse of the sparrows 
that chirruped about the head of a greenish-gray lady who 
stood pressed against the central post of the portal, he was 
dragged through a winging baize door into the dark, where 
lights gleamed through a grey mist of incense and distant 
voices droned like bees in a hayfield. With footsteps awed 
to tiptoe he followed his nurse’s diminished swirl of gar-
ments across a slippery perilous pavement.
 He was in a church, where God lived, or at least where 
God frequently visited. Of course he’d been to church 
before, lots of times, but the full significance of it had 
only dawned on him recently. He had asked his mother 
about it and she had told him a vague story about someone 
with a fair beard who had been very good and kind long 
ago and whom people had hurt dreadfully, and who loved 

little boys, that is good little boys who minded what was 
told them. Marie had been more stimulating. She told 
him that the good God lived in every church in the world 
amid swarms of angels and held the world in the palm of 
his hand, and that every day at mass, when the little bell 
tinkled, the dome above the altar melted into a cloud of 
angels and the good God came in person and listened to 
the prayers of the priest. The little boy had asked what 
he looked like, but she had put him off by terrifyingly 
announcing that none could see God and live. And that 
was why everybody kneeled down and closed their eyes 
so very tight when the priests rang the little bell. But how 
wonderful it must be to see God and his angels. God’s 
angels must be much more beautiful than those that watch 
all night beside one’s bed. Then he thought of the awful 
fate of Peeping Tom of Coventry; but it was Lady Godiva 
Tom looked at, not God.
 While all this was going on in his head the little boy 
was kneeling beside his nurse on a rush chair, his arms 
resting on the slanting board on the back. His fingers 
moved nervously over the dark surface of the wood, worn 
mellow by the pressure of many hands moist with prayer. 
Suddenly he was surprised by the little bell that tinkled. Out 
of unaccountable bravado he stayed with his chin resting 
on the wooden bar, his eyes fixed on the great altar, dimly 
gold in the distance, where moved the vast embroidered 
backs of the priests. The bell’s tinkle died away, leaving 
a faint echo to whine for a moment in the dark vaulting. 
Amid the stillness he could feel the faint rustle of devotion 
of the kneeling figures in front of him. His heart seemed 
to stop beating. He felt all the terrified expectancy he had 
felt not long ago when he had had his picture taken, and 
the photographer had said he’d use flashlight, and he had 
stood trembling with fear in anticipation of the brilliance 
of it.
 A loud sonorous sound close at hand startled him. It 
was Marie blowing her nose while her head with its white 
starched cap remained reverently bowed. The little boy 
closed his eyes so tight the lids hurt. When he opened 
them again, cautiously, things were going on as usual at 
the altar. Priests shambled about monotonously. From the 
side aisles came a scrape of feet as people went out. A fat 
woman with black mittens on her hands leaned over Marie 
and whispered hoarsely.
 He was glad to get out when Marie led him from the 
church into the soft cloudi ness of the April day. His heart 
was filled with a surprised desolation. Where could God 
have been, then? Or perhaps he had known that he, Martin 
Howe, was peeping and had told his angels that he would 
stay at home that Sunday. Or perhaps he had made himself 
invisible. But then why ring the little bell? A perplexed 
sense of empti ness came over him, as when he looked out 
of the window on a misty night, when you couldn’t see the 
dark spangled velvet of the sky comfortably enclosing the 
cosy world, and everything seemed empty as if there were 
nothing there at all. But maybe Marie had made it all up 
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about God. He remembered once when Mother had found 
her telling him about the Loup Garou and had shut her up, 
telling Nurse that if she frightened the child with her lies 
she’d have to take a month’s notice. Dear, how many fibs 
people did tell.
 But his philosophic musings were interrupted by their 
passing a chocolate shop, a window piled with all manner 
of alluring shapes, brown candies, lemon yellow candies, 
little loud-colored vegetables in almond paste. His thoughts 
went off on a new track; in the moon the mountains were 
of almond paste, a friend of Mother’s had told him, and 
the trees of sugar candy, and the rivers of raspberry shrub. 
Assuredly when he grew up he’d go to the moon, and he’d 
take Marie, dear Marie—he pressed himself into the folds 
of her voluminous dress and he walked beside her—and 
Mother in her new silk ball gown. But Marie had said 
the moon was made of green cheese . . . He deliberately 
pinched her hand as hard as he could. And while she was 
delivering the usual lecture on his naughtiness, he thought 
sadly of the number of fibs people told; how could the same 
moon be of almond paste and of green cheese?
 That night after Nurse had left him and Mother had 
sung her perfunctory little song and kissed him hastily and 
gone off with a rustle of the new silk ball-gown to some 
dim function known as a Reception, he stood in his bare 
feet on the cold floor at the bedroom window and gave 
the moon a careful first-hand inspection. No, it wasn’t of 
green cheese, no green cheese could rise so easily above the 
complicated roofs of town. It was more like a toy balloon, 
not so shiny to be sure, but a toy balloon out in the rain 
and mist the way the moon was would be sure to get the 
polish off it. All at once an idea struck him. In the library 
was an Indian drum; the moon had just the same stained 
and moth-nibbled look. The big patch had once been a 
buffalo and the rain had washed the paint off. And when 
he grew up big and strong he’d go up in a balloon and get 
on the edge of the moon and beat it and beat it. How fine 
it would be! Mother and Nurse wouldn’t be able to get up 
there to stop him, not even if they sent for a Policeman 
or the Bogey Man, as had been threatened before when 
he had been naughty. He’d beat so hard he’d scare them 
all away; then he’d eat up the barley sugar trees and the 
almond paste mountains . . .  O dear, but if the moon’s an 
Indian drum, it can’t be made of candy, can it?

 “Honest to goodness Suzanne, I did,” he was saying 
in an earnest whisper to Marie’s little girl.
 “I think it was naughty of you.”
 “Don’t care if it was;” he stuck out his tongue at the 
chair they were seated beside, pretending for the moment 
it was Marie. “I just jumped out of the window and landed 
plunk beside the moon on a nice soft cloud, and I beat 
and beat, and Mother and Nurse and four hundred police-
men tried to stop me. You ask Marie if they didn’t. And 
I drummed and drummed until I got sleepy and tumbled 

into bed. And if you don’t believe it I’ll never never speak 
to you again, Suzanne.”
 Suzanne jumped to her feet, tossing the plait of pale 
mousecolored hair off her shoulder.
 “All right I believe you.”
 He got up and put his arm round her shoulder.
 “No I don’t,” she cried shrilly, making a face at him; 
then she danced away mock ingly; “I’ll tell your maman; 
Madame Howe, Madame Howe, Martin’s telling fibs again, 
he’s telling fibs again.”
 Full of sinking bitterness the little boy sat down in the 
big arm chair he and Suzanne had been hiding beside. It 
was wicked to tell fibs; why did he do it? Why did other 
people do it?
 Still he would go beat on the moon like a drum just to 
show them, the horrid fibbers. He felt a sudden exhilarating 
hate of everybody. He could picture himself far up above 
their scoldings and their prohibitions, beating out tunes 
they had to dance to, beating such rhymes out of the drum 
of the moon that everyone would pile out of the dark houses 
and fill the streets and climb on the roofs and on the zigzag 
chim ney-pots to look at him; and then Mother would come 
rustling home from a Reception and the sweet scent of her 
gloves would reach him as he beat on the moon, and he’d 
jump down into her arms and would go home with her 
very meekly between ranks of thunder-struck townspeople. 
Boom, boom, boom, he shouted in his excite ment. What 
fun it would be like a drum to beat a tune on the moon.

 “When you’re talking to yourself, you’re talking to 
the Devil,” came Suzanne’s voice from the door in a sing-
song tone of mockery. Then she ran off downstairs crying: 
“Fib-teller, Fibbie, Fibbie.”

Chapter II

 The young man was very wet; streams ran down his 
coat and pattered on the floor. He held a big bulging valise 
covered with colored pieces of paper. The little boy who 
had stolen downstairs noticed these and would have liked 
to ask about them, but he did not dare, for fear they would 
send him back to bed again. He felt a little safe, though, 
in that he had taken the precaution of putting on his new 
pink wrapper and slippers with bunnies on them; but one 
was never really safe. If he proved he was not catching 
cold, they would find some other equally absurd reason 
for sending him back to bed. It would be terrible to have 
to go now, such interesting things were happening. The 
young man had started to kiss Mother and she had pushed 
him back. The young man looked very sad and said,
 “You needn’t treat me like a stranger, Sis. I don’t see 
why you can’t let all that drop for a while . . . now.”
 Fibbie saw Mother stand very straight as if she were 
going to scold; but instead she turned to him and said, very 
gently,
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 “Martin, dear, this is your uncle James.”
 The young man looked as though he did not know 
what to say; so Fibbie said, reassuringly,
 “O yes, I know you . . . Mother used to talk all about 
you to Granma, and she used to cry. Are you really Uncle 
James?”
 “Yes I really am. What do you think of me?”
 The question so frightened the little boy that he stood 
twisting his wrapper up into a hard knot. He was almost 
glad when Mother said, “Now go back to bed dearie.”
 Although he could not go to sleep, he was not so 
frightened as he usually was in his dark lonely bedroom, 
where the inexorable clock went tick-tack, tick-tack in a 
terrifying singsong. Tonight there was so much to think 
of. What was it Mother had said? “It is strange, all of our 
family die in November.” And outside the wind of Novem-
ber moaned down the street, at times almost drowning the 
voice of the clock. And downstairs it was all dark except 
for Granma’s room, and every now and then, above a gust 
of wind, he could hear a door slam. Then all at once he was 
dreaming, and Granma was there, and Uncle James, and 
Marie and Suzanne, all in new pink wrappers and slippers 
with bunnies on them.
 Next day was a holiday for Fibbie; everybody seemed 
to have forgotten all about him. All during the morning 
people passed and repassed through the hall that led to 
Granma’s room. Fibbie sat in a corner of the stairs watch-
ing, all hunched up, fasci nated, terrified by the faint odor 
of spice and flowers that was stealing through the house. 
Finally Mother came to him.
 “Do you wish to see Grandmother, dearie?”
 Fibbie didn’t dare answer but followed her swift steps.
 Someone whispered,
 “No, no don’t let him in yet, she isn’t ready; it would 
frighten him.”
 But Fibbie walked in. The shades were drawn and 
everything was damp and dim like the cellar. The room 
was much more frightening than the little white figure that 
lay there on a stretcher with thin grey hair falling about 
its shriveled neck, and stiff hands holding air. It was the 
furniture that frowned and threatened. The desk where he 
had sat and played with china dogs while Granma took 
her nap was like a tightly shut mouth, angry. He spied the 
little clock on the mantle-piece, a fat little round clock that 
always seemed to smile at him. No one remonstrated when 
he reached up and took it.
 “The dear little fellow wants some intimate memento 
of her.”
 Then Mother took his hand and continued,
 “That is not Granma whom you see lying there. This 
is only like a cast-off garment. She, she herself, is waiting 
for us in a happier. . . “ Mother’s words ended in a sob, 
and she pressed her handkerchief to her mouth very hard.
 “But the clay is very dear. That is all we can know. The 
rest is nothing to us.” Fibbie suddenly noticed that Uncle 

James was in the- room. But everyone seemed angry at 
Uncle James for what he had said. They pushed the little 
boy out into the hall and closed the door carefully. He 
kissed the little clock and lay down on the stairs to count 
the ticks. He had hardly counted ten when he fell asleep.

 The last time he saw his grandmother she was lying 
all beautiful on satin cush ions with the lovely familiar 
tortoise-shell comb in her hair. Tall candles burned round 
her. Fibbie said, “Look at me, look at me.” He knew that 
she wouldn’t, so he tried to open her eyes. They were limp 
and dull. He stole out of the room and would not be induced 
to return. Suddenly he cried. He was thinking how terribly 
long it would be before his birthday came again and he 
would have another cake in the rose garden.

Chapter III

 The nursery wall had as long as Fibbie remembered 
been covered with a demure grey paper, on which, when 
you undressed at night, your arms and the rocking-chair on 
which you piled your clothes cast mocking and lugubrious 
shadows. Early one morning in this same November, when 
he was lying in bed very warm and comfortable under the 
covers waiting for Nurse to shuffle in wrapped in her old 
black shawl and tell him to get up, he heard an unfamiliar 
foot on the stairs; and before he had time to look towards 
the door instead of out the window, where he had been 
watch ing the clouds skid by, torn into shreds by the lash-
ing wind that sharpened almost to a polish the steely blue 
sky, he felt a hand on his shoulder. It was Uncle James in 
a slightly disordered dress suit who stood over him with a 
pale smiling face.
 “Hello, Fibbie, comment ça va?”
 “Tres bien Monsieur;” Fibbie flushed with the effort 
of answering in French.
 “So Marie does teach you something after all.”
 Fibbie rolled about uneasily in bed, and at last sat up, 
and drawing the sheet up to his chin said,
 “You’re up early.”
 “Well it’s not exactly that.” Uncle James smiled 
broadly with a sudden sunniness that made Fibbie think 
of wide green fields full of daisies. “I thought I’d like to 
come and chat a bit. Has anyone ever told you about the 
Vikings and the Swan Path?”
 Fibbie shook his head with a puzzled pursing of the 
lips.
 “I’ve just been reading the sagas. You see that’s why 
I’m so excited.” Uncle James sat on the edge of the bed, 
swinging his legs just as if he were a little boy of six, like 
Fibbie. “The Vikings lived in the north and were great 
drinkers and had long golden beards; and they used to sail 
over the sea in black ships and drink mead out of bull’s 
horns all carved and gilded. I’d like to have lived then, 
wouldn’t you Fibbie?”
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 The little boy nodded doubtfully.
 “O yes you would. And when you died they put you 
on your black ship in your fierce horned helmet, and set it 
afire and you went floating out to sea like a blazing sunset 
. . .”
 For a moment Fibbie had an eerie picture of his grand-
mother, marblewhite, floating slowly out on a flaming sea 
in a great black ship that had tall candles instead of masts. 
The thought ought to make him cry he told himself, but he 
giggled softly.
 Uncle James paced the room in great excitement 
meanwhile.
 “I’d like to draw you a Viking ship,” he said; “got any 
paper?”
 Fibbie shook his head, drawing his knees up to his 
chin and sitting all hunched up in a little hill of bedclothes.
 “I know, by gorry, this wall needs something to keep 
the shadows from getting creepy, doesn’t it?”
 In awed wonder Fibbie watched his uncle draw a stub 
of charcoal from his pocket and commence, with a queer 
little scraping sound, to draw heavy black lines on the grey 
wall paper.
 “But Uncle James, Marie’ll scold you, she did me 
dreadfully,” he remonstrated.
 “Don’t you worry, I can handle Marie.” The lines 
were growing into a most astonishing ship with a row of 
shields about the gunwale and above it the bearded faces 
and horned helmets of Vikings.
 At that moment Fibbie heard the shuffle of Marie’s 
feet on the stairs. Now he’ll catch it, he said to himself, 
snuggling back to bed to avoid implication.
 Marie stopped at the door, nervously jerking at her 
shawl. Meanwhile at the bow of the boat the swaggering 
figure of a man was growing out of the swift crunching 
strokes, of a man holding with one hand a horn high above 
his head.
 “Pardon, Monsieur,” said Marie.
 Without turning round Uncle James poured out what 
seemed to Fibbie a torrent of jumbled words—laughing 
all the while, completely drowning the astonished woman 
in the stream of his French.
 “There, it’s finished!” he cried at last, popping the 
charcoal back into his dress vest. “So long Fibbie, don’t 
forget the Vikings.” As he passed Marie, he pressed some-
thing into her hand that made her smile; then his steps could 
be heard as he ran downstairs to his own room. Marie’s 
smile faded into a grumble as she entered the room, telling 
Fibbie to get up Master Martin else “Madame ta mère sera 
très mécon tente,” and with cruel deliberation pulled the 
bedclothes off him, leaving him a cold little figure in pink 
striped pyjamas, stretching out his arms over the ruffled 
sheet.

 Fibbie was seated in the bay-window of the parlor, his 
legs with their ribbed stockings awed into stillness by the 

silence and the multifarious majesty of the room, where 
he was rarely allowed to go. He watched the lemon-yellow 
lights climb up the street popping on in one lamp post 
after another, emphasizing the cold violet of the slanting 
twilight street and the ruddiness of the lighted windows 
of the houses oppo site. He dreaded the long lonely hours 
before bedtime. He could faintly smell the savour of dinner 
cooking for the grownup people, not for him; soon he and 
Marie and Suzanne would be having a light supper in the 
nursery. A new smell made him turn round. The French 
nurse, her old wrinkled face, usually puckered with the 
expression of having just tasted something sour, a bouquet 
of smiles, was standing beside him, her eyes strangely 
young and glowing. He recognized that the peculiar smell 
was from her breath.
 “Mon petit chou-chou;” she threw her arms about his 
neck and kissed him moistly on the mouth. “You thought 
your nursie had deserted you, and left you all alone. didn’t 
you? I was out buying Suzanne a nice new dress. And 
Fibbie, I bought you a little box of bonbons, only you 
mustn’t tell Madame ta mère. She’d be angry. Come up 
to the nursery. I’ve lighted a fire and we’ll be cosy.”
 He followed her up the steep narrow steps with their 
gleaming mahogany rail, feeling a little disturbed by 
something he could not understand in Nurse’s good humor, 
and in the unwonted springiness of her step. But it was so 
pleasant to sit by the fire sucking a pink candy between two 
fingers and the fingers with the candy, that he soon forgot 
his constraint. And then Marie was marvelously expansive; 
the flow of her talk was unbroken. The firelight glowed on 
her flushed cheeks and rather bulbous nose until they were 
red as raw steak.
 Master Martin’s Uncle James was such a generous 
young gentleman. There were no “jeunes gens” nowadays 
who had such manners and such ways. He was more like 
the young gentlemen who used to visit her mistress’s box at 
the opera in the “beaux vieux jours” when she was a lady’s 
maid in Paris. So she wandered on until Fibbie completely 
lost track of what she was saying, dazed by the pictures of 
unimagined things she brought before him. Then she came 
back to her starting, point: “how generous his Uncle James 
was; what a shame that he didn’t get along with Madame, 
and his poor dear mother”—she stopped to dab her eyes 
with her handkerchief—“it was all due to opinions; how 
sad it was. But she should understand that all generous 
young men were “un peu étrange” in their opinions; it was 
as it should be. Later they would marry and forget all that. 
Blood was thicker than opinions anyway. How sad it was; 
and did Master Martin know his mother had not left him 
one centime in the will? It was truly an outrage.”
 The old woman buried her face in her hands, leaning 
her old grey head so far over that the firelight shone through 
it and gave the starched cap a rosy color. Fibbie, a little 
frightened, sat very stiff in the chair beside her, watching 
the back of her black bodice where several hooks were 
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undone, rise and fall with her sobs. Suddenly she jumped 
up and went out of the room for a moment. The strange 
odor was stronger than ever on her breath when she came 
back, but she was very gay and sang him merry little French 
songs in her old cracked voice. She even took his two hands 
and made him dance with her on the hearthrug, which was 
lots of fun and made him quite forget the strangeness of 
her behavior. At last she sank panting to the floor and he 
danced round her clapping his hands and shouting.
 They had just put more wood on the fire, to make the 
flames big and strong Marie said, that they might dance 
too, when Mother came in, an annoyed line in her white 
soft forehead.
 “Marie,” she said sharply, “what’s the matter?”
 Fibbie felt suddenly a horrid burning shame, he did 
not know why.
 “Rien Madame, rien Madame;” the cap bobbed up and 
down in the fireshot twilight of the room. “I was playing 
a little with dear Master Martin.”
 “Come here, Martin.” He went to her shyly; Mother 
touched his cheek with her hand. “Why, he’s all hot and 
wringing with perspiration. Marie, how did you let the 
child get in this state? . . . Fibbie, dear,” she turned to him 
coolly, “please go and get my glasses; they are in a black 
leather case on the parlor table. Don’t hurry back, I want 
you to get cool gradually.”
 As the little boy went sullenly downstairs he could 
hear voices raised in alterca tion. When he got back Marie 

was very tearful and contrite. The sides of her nose and 
her old red wrinkled cheeks glistened with tears.
 “All right Marie, I’ll let it pass this time,” Mother was 
saying, weighing each word with cold cruelty, “on account 
of your age and previous good service, but if, under this 
roof, you ever again touch a drop . . .  O Martin dear, thank 
you;” she smiled at him with unusual warmth. Then she 
continued, “You may go now. We won’t need you any more 
this evening. Tomorrow morning I want you to pack Mr. 
Clough’s trunk. He’s just telephoned asking us to send it 
to him at Edgartown.”
 “Why, Mother, is Uncle James going away?”
 “Yes dear.” The pretty curves of her cheeks hardened. 
“It’s rude to interrupt, Martin.”
 When Mother took him up to bed that night, Fibbie 
noticed that a picture had been hung over the place where 
Uncle James had drawn the Viking Ship. Only the hand of 
the man on the prow, the hand that held the drinking horn, 
appeared red above the dark oak frame.
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abstract OF PH.d. dissertatiOn

 We attempt to publish abstracts of recent dissertations 
on Dos Passos that may be of interest to our readers. Such 
publication depends, however, on receiving the author’s 
permission.
 Although the abstract which follows is not of a recent 
dissertation, it is noteworthy here because of our reprint-
ing of three chapters of “Seven Times Round the Walls of 
Jericho” from Meridian. (See pp. 7-11 above.) The Merid-
ian  transcription of these chapters was not based on Ruth 
Liggette Strickland’s edition.

“An Edition of John Dos Passos’ “Seven Times Round the 
Walls of Jericho,” by Ruth Liggette Strickland.

 The primary purpose of this study is to provide a 
reader’s edition of John Dos Passos’ first novel, “Seven 
Times Round the Walls of Jericho.” Although Dos Passos 
repeatedly tried to have “Seven Times” published, he was 
unsuccessful, and the typescript was eventually misplaced. 
He found it again in 1961 in an old trunk at his home. 
Both manuscript, written in several small copybooks, and 
typescript are now a part of the Dos Passos Collection at 
the Alderman Library. University of Virginia.
 Dos Passos began this novel as a collaborative effort 
with the poet Robert Hillyer while both were ambulance 
drivers in France in 1917. Hillyer contributed only six 

chapters to the first book of the novel; Dos Passos finished 
the novel in four books by 1918, but he continued revis-
ing it until 1921. In 1919 Dos Passos decided to publish 
One Man’s Initiation—1917 as a separate novel; it was 
originally book four of “Seven Times.” A close study of 
“Seven Times” can provide valuable insights into Dos Pas-
sos’ later works, for in this apprentice novel the author first 
uses themes, techniques, and characters which he refines 
in later works.
 The first part of this study offers a background and 
a history of the composition of “Seven Times.” The sec-
ond chapter provides a summary of each chapter as well 
as a discussion of Dos Passos’ revisions. Chapter three 
discusses One Man’s Initiation—1917 and its links to 
“Seven Times.” Chapter four evaluates “Seven Times” and 
discusses its relationship to Dos Passos’ later works. The 
appendix details the revisions made from manuscript to 
typescript, chapter by chapter, and describes the copybooks 
and the typescript. The remainder of this study consists 
of an explanation of the editorial plan, a list of editorial 
emendations, textual notes, and a list of word divisions. 
In accordance with Mrs. John Dos Passos’ wishes, the 
edited novel is bound in a separate volume and deposited 
in the South Caroliniana Library at the University of South 
Carolina, and cannot be reproduced or circulated.

University of South Carolina, 1981
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